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Abstract 

This study introduces a deep analysis, which correlates the metallurgical characters with the 

magnetic properties in laser powder bed fusion processed Ni-Fe-Mo, to produce 3D prototypes 

with maximum magnetic shielding performance for ultra-sensitive quantum-based systems. 

The study conducts a sequenced plan of optimising the magnetic properties via microstructure 

density control, controlling the magnetic anisotropy, before applying heat treatment (HT) and 

hot isostatic pressing (HIP) post-processes. This is also considering delivering effective 

mechanical properties. The magnetic properties optimisation was performed via laser 

parametric study, which found that the sample built with laser energy density E=4.68J/mm2 

achieves the best soft magnetic and mechanical results due to the lowest defects. However, the 

obtained magnetic properties are still poor, due to the (001) rich grain orientation, which 

parallels the hard axis of magnetisation <100> in this alloy. It was found that tilting the 

crystallographic orientation of the as fabricated (AF) optimised condition with 45˚ and 35˚, 

with respect to the build direction, improves the soft magnetic properties, as these angles 

correspond to the easy axes of magnetisation <110> and <111>, respectively, allowing the 

grain orientation in the same directions. The magnetic properties are further promoted with HT 

and HIP post-processes application. The magnetic shielding results of hollow tubes, built with 

the same optimised condition, confirmed the magnetic behaviour of the bulk coupons, 

achieving 83% of the commercial magnetic shielding.  

 
Keywords: Mu-metal; Magnetic properties; Magnetic shielding; Microstructure; laser 
powder bed fusion. 
*Corresponding author: M.M.Attallah (m.m.attallah@bham.ac.uk) 
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1. Introduction 

Magnetic shielding is an important technology, which provides a suitable magnetic 

environment for ultra-sensitive quantum-based systems, such as cold atom sensors [1] and 

quantum gravity sensors [2], which can be easily perturbed by the magnetic field of the earth 

(50µT). Several magnetic materials have been investigated as passive magnetic shields; 

however, Mu-metal (Ni80Fe15Mo5) has been shown to be the most effective candidate [3], due 

to its low coercivity (Hc) and high permeability [4], which are the most important 

characteristics of promising passive magnetic shields. Efforts have been paid for 3D printing 

of magnetic shields using additive manufacturing techniques [1], which are somewhat limited 

by conventional processing methods. Ni80Fe20 (Permalloy-80) and Mu-metal have been 

investigated using laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) additive manufacturing technique in several 

works [1,5, 6], however, the magnetic properties were poor (Hc values are high) due to the 

induced anisotropy and microstructural defects [4].  The crystallographic anisotropy in LPBF 

processed materials is a dependent factor on laser energy input [7], where several studies have 

confirmed the [100] direction as a preferred grain orientation/texture for the LPBF processed 

Ni-based alloys; the direction of the hard magnetisation axis within these alloys [6, 8]. The 

higher cooling rate during the LPBF process results in residual stresses [9], fine grains [10] and 

microstructural defects (such as cracks, holes and dislocations), which suppress the magnetic 

properties via magnetic domain walls pining [11]. Therefore, most published studies have 

focused only on optimising laser-processing parameters for high-quality dense samples, though 

some studies reported texture and grain orientation control [6]. However, Vovroch et al. [1] 

and Mohamed et al. [4] reported outstanding results for LPBF processed Mu-metal magnetic 

shields components, which may be a benchmark in additive manufactured magnetic shields 

technology. The current study introduces an analysis, which correlates the microstructural 

characteristics with the magnetic properties in LPBF Mu-metal, to produce 3D printed 
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magnetic shields prototypes with maximum performance. This is conducted in a sequenced 

plan of optimising the magnetic properties of bulk coupons via laser parametric study, changing 

the magnetic anisotropy of the optimised condition via controlling the crystallographic 

orientation, applying post-processes, testing the idea on a real prototype and measuring the 

magnetic shielding effect. This is also considering delivering effective mechanical properties.  

2. Experimental and methods 

 

Fig.1: (a) Particle size distribution and (b,c) SEM  micrographs of the raw pre-alloyed powder and  its 
cross-sectional view of polished particles, respectively. 
 
 
Table 1: chemical composition (Wt%) of the raw pre-alloyed powder, AF and HT bulk coupons built with 
E=4.68J/mm2  

 Fe Mo O Si Mn Co Cr Ni 
Powder 12.8 4.37 0.038 0.02 <0.02 <0.02 <0.02 Bal 
AF bulk 14.21 4.67 0.042 <0.02 <0.02 <0.02 <0.02 Bal 

HT 14.56 4.81 0.026 <0.02 <0.02 <0.02 <0.02 Bal 
 
 

Mu-metal pre-alloyed powder (ASTM A753 Alloy4) with chemical composition listed 

in Table 1 was provided by Erasteal. The particle size distribution was performed using a laser 

Sympatec particle size analyser and shows a volume main diameter (VMD) value of 25.7µm 

as shown in Fig.1a.  The scanning electron microscope (SEM) micrographs in Fig.1b,c shows 

the powder morphology and the cross-sectional view of polished particles, respectively. The 

particles are spherical with few satellites on top (See Fig. 1b) and fully dense without any 

evidence of gas trapped pores (during the atomisation process), as seen in Fig.1c. The raw 

powder was processed by the LPBF technique, using a Concept laser M2 Cusing system, as 

detailed in Ref [6].  
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Fig.2: Sample build orientation of AF 100, 110 and 111 bulk (a) coupons and (b) hollow tubes. 

The laser parametric study was performed on untilted 10x10x10mm3 bulk coupons, 0˚ 

with respect to the build direction (YZ) (100 orientation), using processing window parameters 

of 150-300W laser power (P), 800-3500mm/s scan speed (v), 0.03-0.09mm laser hatch space 

(h) and a constant layer thickness of 30µm on top of nickel substrate. The processing parameter 

combination was expressed in terms of the energy density model (E), which is given by the 

equation E=P/v.h [12].  The optimised condition was used to build coupons and hollow tubes 

with tilted crystallographic orientation 45˚ and 35˚, with respect to the build direction, as shown 

in Fig.2. The AF 100 samples have a strong (100) texture along the build direction, therefore 

tilting coupons with 45º and 35º (as seen in Fig.2a) is expected to tilt texture orientation in the 

[110] and [111], the easy magnetization directions [4,6]. All primary microstructure and 

magnetic optimisation investigations were performed on the bulk coupons before the results 

were applied to the hollow tubes (outer diameter=30 mm, length=140 mm and thickness=1 

mm), designed especially for the magnetic shielding measurements. Post-processes HT and 

HIP combination were applied on four groups of the AF 100, 110 and 111 oriented coupons 

and tubes. The first group was HTed in Hydrogen atmosphere at 1150˚C for four hours 

according to the HT protocol reported in Ref [4]. The second group was HIPed at 1230˚C and 

120 MPa for three hours (simultaneous application of pressure and temperature, with the 
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temperature, ramped up and down 5˚C/min). The third group was HT then HIP treated 

(HT+HIP), while the fourth group was HIP treated followed by HT (HIP+HT).  

The samples were cut from the substrate using an electrical discharge machine (EDM), 

where the AF 100 coupons were then sectioned along the build direction and prepared for the 

microstructure characterisation following the protocol reported in Ref [6]. The microstructure’s 

characterisation was carried out on a polished surface using a Brunel optical microscope, 

Hitachi TM3000 scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and a PHILIPS XL30 SEM equipped 

with electron backscattering diffraction (EBSD). The porosity fraction was estimated from the 

optical microscope image analysis via Image J software, each porosity data is an average of 9-

image analysis. The crystal structure was examined using the x-ray diffraction (XRD) 

technique (Panalytical Empyrean in a Bragg-Brentano geometry fitted with a Co-tube (Kα 

radiation, =1.79Å)) at room temperature. Crystal structure analysis was performed via 

Rietveld refinement using FullProf software. The XRD was performed in the first round of 

optimisation of the AF 100 oriented coupons on the XY direction, then on the red highlighted 

plane in the tilted coupons as seen in Fig. 2a. Microhardness measurements were performed 

along the BD using a Wilson VH1102-1202 microhardness tester, where each data point is an 

average of 16 readings. The magnetic hysteresis loops were measured at room temperature 

using a LakeShore 7300 vibrating sample magnetometer, considering the demagnetisation 

factor, and the applied magnetic field in parallel with the build direction. The used magnetic 

field step size is ≈ 160A/m only around the origin (from the applied magnetic field of -

0.21792x105A/m to 0.21333x105A/m). The magnetisation dependent temperature 

measurements were performed from room temperature to 600 ºC under magnetic field of 0.05T. 

The magnetic shielding measurements were performed on the hollow built tubes using a 

Bartington Mag-13 MC magnetic probe equipped with a Helmholtz coil, with an externally 

applied magnetic flux density of 50μT. The magnetic shielding measurements were performed 
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in two directions: the axial direction, where the applied magnetic field is parallel to the tube 

axis, and the transversal direction, where the applied magnetic field direction is perpendicular 

to the tube axis (See Fig.2b), as reported in [4]. The magnetic shielding factor (SF) was 

estimated as the ratio between the external applied magnetic flux density (Bout) to the magnetic 

flux density inside the tube Bin (shielded part), according to the equation SF=Bout/Bin  [13]. 

Where the maximum commercially achieved SF for the Mu-metal is around 600 (magnetic 

shielding limited 2019, personal communication, 03 Octobre 2019).                                                  

3. Results and discussion 

3.1 Influence of process parameters on the AF 100 builds 

3.1.1 Microstructure 

Fig.3a shows the XRD patterns for some selected AF 100 samples processed with 

various E, which covers all the studied range. Rietveld refinement of the XRD patterns shows 

the cubic structure for all samples with Fm3m symmetry, the refinement goodness of fitting 

factor (χ2) is 1.05≤ χ2≤2.15 and the powder refinement profile is presented in Fig.3b as an 

example. The powder XRD pattern in Fig.2a shows higher (111) peak intensity (I111), where 

(111) is the preferred orientation as the easy axis magnetisation for Mu-metal [6]. The I111 peak 

is annihilated in the consolidated samples with the increase in E, and instead, the samples show 

a strong (100) texture, which is the preferred orientation during the solidification process, and 

is parallel with the build direction [4, 6]. The change in peak intensities reveals a strong 

dependence of crystallographic anisotropy on E [4, 14]. The increase in E induces internal 

residual stresses, which is common in LPBF process due to the higher local temperature 

gradient during the build process [15-17], which explains the expansion in crystal lattice cell 

parameters (see Fig.3c) [18].   

The optical micrographs of the AF 100 samples in Fig. 4a show the promotion in the 

microstructure’s density (as a function of porosity fraction) with increasing E. The impact of E 

on consolidation behaviour agrees with previously published works on Ni-superalloys [12] and 
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NiFe-based alloys [5, 6]. Fig.4a not only shows the change in defect levels with E, but also 

shows the change in defect types. There are three types of E-dependent defects observed 

throughout this study’s range of E: lack of fusion defect/un-melted particles entrapped within 

the pores, microcracks and keyholes. The lack of fusion defect occurs in the samples built with  
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Fig.3: (a) XRD patterns of the AF 100 LPBF-processed Ni-Fe-Mo with different energy densities, (b) 
Rietveld refinement profile of powder and (c) the change in crystal lattice cell parameter with E.  
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Fig. 4: (a) Optical micrographs of the AF 100 samples orientation with different E conditions along build 
direction, and (b) EDS line scan across the inset microcrack. 

E <1 J/mm2 (see inset Fig.4a), which normally happens due to the insufficient E, leading to 

low microstructural density [12]. The lack of fusion defects decreases gradually with the 

increase in E, until the coexistence of microcracks, as pointed by the arrows, and the small 

fraction of voids at E=4.16 J/mm2; both are high E defects [6]. The cracks grow longitudinally, 

with the build direction, commonly observed in LPBF Ni-based alloys and attributed to the 

residual stress and ductility reduction caused due to higher cooling rates [16,17]. Cracks can 

arise from elemental segregation at grain boundaries, breaking grains and interrupting the 

chemical composition in this position (see Fig.4b) and weakening material strength [17, 19]. 

At higher levels of E (E>4.68J/mm2), voids/keyholing are dominant due to the higher 
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evaporation rates in the melting pool, which creates pores within the build [20]. The AF 100 

sample built with E=4.68 J/mm2 shows the lowest voids and cracks, which can be easily 

eliminated by the HIP post-process.  

3.1.2 Magnetic properties 

 
Fig 5.(a) Hysteresis loops of some selected AF 100 samples orientation with different E conditions and the 
inset represent a high magnification around the origin in the positive quartile and (b) the variation of 
Coercivity of the AF 100 samples built with different E conditions. 
   

Fig.5a shows the room temperature hysteresis loops of the AF 100 oriented samples 

with different E conditions. The samples show an insignificant change in the saturation 

magnetisation (Ms) as they have the same chemical composition. Meanwhile, the inset shows 

a change in the initial magnetisation slope with changing E, meaning that their magnetisation 

saturated at different values of the magnetic field, revealing a change in magnetic anisotropy 

with E [4]. The Hc was determined from the magnetic hysteresis loops, with its behaviour with 

E presented in Fig.5b. The Hc values decrease with the increase in E, with a minimum value of 

242 A/m, which is proportional with E, in agreement with previous studies of LPBF processed 

Mu-metal [6]. The E dependence of Hc can be interpreted according to the change within the 

microstructural properties. Coercivity in magnetic materials arises from the free movement of 

the internal magnetic domain walls [21], which is affected by the induced microstructural 

defects (pores, cracks and un-melted particles) during the LPBF process [11, 22]. This occurs 
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via magnetic domain wall pinning, which impedes domain wall movement during the 

magnetisation and demagnetisation processes [22, 23]. This explains the improvement in the 

microstructural density and the soft magnetic properties with an increase in E. The minimum 

value of Hc is found at the sample built with E=4.68 J/mm2 with the lowest defects. In a 

comparison with previous research on LPBF of pre-alloyed Mu-metal powder, the Hc values 

in this study are close to that reported by Li et al. (198 A/m) in Ni78.8Fe15.35Mo4.5 [24]. But, Zuo 

et al. reported much lower Hc (76 A/m), that could be due to higher Fe and O content in their 

starting Mu-metal powder (Ni77.33Fe16.43Mo5.94) [6]. However, they are significantly lower than 

the values reported by Mikler et al and Zhang et al. (2387 A/m and 390 A/m, respectively) for 

Ni30Fe70 and Ni80Fe20 alloys, respectively, which are employed from blended powder using 

laser engineered net shaping and LPBF techniques [5, 25]. The great difference in values from 

Refs [5, 25] refers to the starting pre-alloyed powder and the different chemical composition, 

which provides better homogeneity and fewer defects, therefore, leads to better magnetic 

properties. It is worth mentioning that the cast permalloy-80 show extremely low Hc values 

(0.39 A/m and 2.3 A/m) [26] due to the lower cooling rates, which leads to lower defects and 

larger grains in comparison with the LPBF process [24]. 

3.1.3 Microhardness 

Fig.6 shows the average values of the microhardness Vickers (HV) dependent E for the 

AF 100 samples. The HV values increase monotonically with the increase in E, showing a 

constant average value of 230HV at E≥2.30 J/mm2, in agreement with previously published 

works of LPBF processed Fe-Ni-Si [27] and A357 Al [28]. The strong dependence of the 

hardness on E is attributed to the improvement in the microstructural density [29]. In other 

words, the increase in E increases the melting pool size, which decreases the tendency of pores 

formation [30]. The maximum achieved microhardness values of the AF samples are consistent 
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with LPBF processed Mu-metal (228HV) [24], 316L stainless steel (239 HV) [31] and are 

significantly higher than the cold-rolled Ni48Fe52 alloy (100 HV)[32]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6: Average microhardness vs. E along the build direction of the AF 100 samples. 
 

However, the values are lower than the wrought and LPBF processed Ni-superalloys (323 HV) 

[33].  

3.2 Influence of crystallographic anisotropy and post-process on microstructure and 
magnetic properties    

3.2.1 Texture 

The sample built with E=4.68J/mm2 both shows effective magnetic and mechanical 

properties, meaning this will be used for further investigations. Fig. 7a shows the normalised 

XRD patterns for the AF 100, 110 and 111 oriented coupons. Tilting the crystallographic build 

orientation in the [110] and [111] directions results in a significant increase in the I111, which 

indicates the seldom (100) texture in these directions in agreement with [6]. Furthermore, the 

I111 is further promoted with HIP and HT post-processes in all build orientations, as seen in 

Fig.7b,c,d. This is a result of improvements in the microstructure due to thermal treatment. For 

example, HT decreases the residual stresses, dislocation density and inclusions induced during 

the LPBF process [34], and the HIP collapses the residual microcracks/pores, increasing the 
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Fig. 7: Normalized XRD for (a) the AF 100, 110 and 111 samples, and (b,c and d) for the post-processed 
100, 110 and 111 samples, respectively. 
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microstructure density [35] (See Fig.8a,b),  which shows the closure of the defects in the AF 

sample following HIP without reopening again following the HT (See Fig.8c). In addition, 

there is a grain growth development from the columnar to the equiaxed shape for the AF 

samples following HIP and HT (See Fig.8d,e,f), in agreement with [27]. It is worth mentioning 

that the (111) texture in the 110 and 111 samples has been preserved and sometimes further 

strengthened after HIP and HT post-processes as seen in Fig. 7, and through calculating the 

texture coefficient (I200/I111) [36] in Fig.9.  
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Fig.8: (a,b,c) SEM micrographs of the AF, HIP and HIP+HT conditions, respectively, of the 100 sample 
with E=4.68J/mm2, and (d,e,f) their respective EBSD maps. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Fig.9: Texture coefficient (I200/I111) of the AF and post-processed 100, 110 and 111 oriented samples. 
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3.2.2 Magnetic properties 

 

Fig.10: (a) Angular dependence of hysteresis loops of the AF 100 sample built with E=4.68J/mm2, (b) a 
schematic represents the angle between the applied magnetic field and the build direction (BD), and (c) the 
determined angular dependence of coercivity of the AF 100 E=4.68J/mm2 sample. 

Fig.10a depicts the angular-dependent hysteresis loops of the AF 100 

sample=4.68J/mm2, where these measurements were performed by changing the angle θ 

between the applied magnetic field direction and the sample’s build direction (BD) axis (see 

Fig.10b). Fig.10a illustrates the change in the slope of the initial magnetisation curves with θ 

(See the inset), meaning that the saturation magnetic field decreases with increasing θ. This is 

in agreement with [37] and confirms the dependence of magnetic anisotropy on the texture 

orientation. In addition, it is observed that Hc decreases slightly with the increase in θ [37]. The 

angular dependence of hysteresis loops and the extracted Hc reveals the change in magnetic 

anisotropy with grain orientation. Fig. 11a displays the hysteresis loops of the AF 100, 110 and 

111 oriented samples. The magnetisation of AF 100 sample is saturated at a higher applied 

magnetic field (1.55x105A/m) than in the AF 110 and 111 oriented samples (0.82x105A/m and 

0.8x105A/m, respectively) (see the inset of Fig.11a).  And the Hc value of the AF 100 sample 

decreases from 242A/m to 230A/m and 228A/m with tilting the crystallographic orientation to 

the [110] and [111] directions, respectively. The decrease in saturation magnetic field and Hc 

values with changing the crystallographic orientation reveals a strong magnetic anisotropy and 

better soft magnetic properties that arise from changing the grain orientation (texture) from the 
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hard axis of magnetisation <100>, which is the preferred grain orientation direction of Mu-

metal, to the easy axes of magnetisation of this alloy [4]. In addition, a promotion in the soft 

ferromagnetic behaviour is observed with the HT and HIP post-processes (see Fig.11b,c,d and 

Table 2), where Ms increases and Hc decreases following HIP and HT, which agrees with the 

results in Refs [4,27,38]. The decrease in Hc value with HIP and HT post-processes refers to 

the improvements of the microstructural defects, such as stress relief, defects closure, 

dislocations and inclusion elimination, which are the main resources of magnetic domain walls 

pining [39], in addition to the increase in grain size (see Fig. 8d,e,f) [40]. It is worth mentioning 

that the AF 100, 110 and 111 samples in Fig.11a show almost constant Ms value (see Table 2). 

This is because Ms is an intrinsic property that can be affected only by chemical composition 

[41], (magnetisation is the number of atomic magnetic moments in unit volume), and all 

samples in Fig.11a are the same alloy and processed with the same laser parameters. 

Meanwhile, the improvement in the Ms values with HIP and HT post-processes could arise 

from the change in the chemical composition of the alloy. The chemical analysis has shown 

the presence of oxides in the AF LPBF Ni-Fe-Mo as presented in Table 1. these oxides are 

formed during the LPBF process and have been identified as Mo, Si and Fe oxides as reported 

in our previous studies for this alloy by tunnelling electron microscopy (TEM), which are too 

small to be detected by XRD [4,6]. Such oxides decrease with the HT process in Hydrogen 

[4,6], returning Fe and Mo into the solid solution matrix, approaching the optimum chemical 

composition of the Mu-metal (Ni80Fe15Mo5)[4,6] (See Table 1). This is confirmed by the 

thermal dependence of magnetisation measurements of the AF and HIP+HT conditions for the 

E=4.68J/mm2 sample (100 orientation), which are presented in Fig.12. The AF condition shows 

a maximum magnetisation (M) and Curie temperature (Tc) values of 1.2x105 A/m and 425 ºC, 

respectively, which are improved with the following HIP+HT post-process to 1.42x105 A/m 

and 480 ºC, respectively, in agreement with [42, 43]. M and Tc are intrinsic magnetic properties 
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and their improvement with HIP and HT post-process arises from the improvement in grain 

size and chemical composition due to Fe and Mo immigration to the main matrix. It is worth 

mentioning that finishing post-processing with the HT instead of the HIP treatment results in 

better soft ferromagnetic properties (see Table 2), this is because HIP process, sometimes, 

doesn’t result in a complete stress relief [44], in contrast with HT process in Hydrogen 

atmosphere that decreases oxides and reliving stresses [45].   
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Fig. 11: Hysteresis loops of the sample with E=4.68J/mm2  (a) AF sample at 100,110 and 111 orientations 
and (b,c,d) for the post-processed 100, 110 and 111 samples, respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 12: Thermal dependence of magnetisation of the AF and HIP+HT conditions for the E=4.68J/mm2 
sample (100 orientation) at 0.05T. 
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Table2: Saturation magnetisation and coercivity of the AF and post-processed HT and HIP samples built 
with E=4.68J/mm2 at different orientations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2.3 Magnetic shielding performance 

Fig. 13 shows the axial and transverse magnetic shielding performance of the AF, 

HIP and HT post-processed 110 and 111 orientation tubes. Magnetic shielding arises from the 

magnetic flux shunting effect, a character of the magnetically permeable material [46].  The 

AF 110 and 111 samples do not show significant differences in the maximum axial/transverse 

SF values (SFmax), due to the microstructural defects, which impair the magnetic permeability 

(µr).  The SFmax is significantly enhanced in both orientations following HIP and HT post-

processes. However, the combination of both HIP and HT post-processes is found to be more 

effective in the improvement of the SFmax in both axial and transversal directions, rather than 

Orientation Condition Ms (A/m) x105 Hc(A/m) 
    

 

 

[100] 0º 

 

 

 

 

 

[110] 45º 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[111] 35º 

AF 2.36  242 

HT 4.45 232 

HIP 4.89 225 

HIP+HT 

HT+HIP               

5.16 

4.16 

198 

211 

   

   

AF 2.47 230 

HT 4.11 229 

HIP 5.09 228.5 

HIP+HT 

HT+HIP 

5.51 

3.72 

194 

204 

   

   

AF 2.43 228 

HT 4.21 224 

HIP 5.10 225 

HIP+HT 5.24 180 

HT+HIP 4.116 207 
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the individual post treatment (see Fig.13). This is where the HIP+HT route achieves an average 

axial SFmax value of 124 for both 110 and 111 sample orientations, which is ten times the AF 

condition. The same improvement is observed in the transverse SFmax, however, the transverse 

SFmax values are higher, reaching 502 and 350 for the 110 and 111 orientations, respectively, 

which are 83% and 53% of the current commercial Mu metal, Ni80Fe15Mo5, magnetic shields 

that shows SF of 600 [1,4]. The higher values of the transverse SFmax refers to the eddy current 

component that is getting higher in the transverse measurement and works against the 

externally applied magnetic field [47]. The promotion in the magnetic shielding performance, 

with HIP and HT post-processes, can be interpreted according to the enhancement in magnetic 

permeability (µr), due to the decrease in dislocation density, inclusions, stresses and the 

enhancement in grain size [48].  The grain size plays an important role in magnetic shielding 

via their influence on the eddy current, where, it is known that the eddy currents could be 

weakened with the increase in grain size, damping the magnetic shielding effect [49, 50]. This 

may explain the higher transverse SFmax value of the 110 sample than 111 sample, in the 

HIP+HT condition, where the HIP+HT 110 sample shows smaller grain size (in transverse 

direction), leading to less weakening in eddy currents, and accordingly a higher magnetic 

shielding effect [50] (See Fig.14). Meanwhile, both samples show almost the same grain size 

in the axial direction, leading to similar axial SFmax values. This will be further investigated to 

confirm the impact of grain morphology on magnetic shielding anisotropy. 
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Fig. 13: The change of axial and transverse shielding factor with distance for the 110 and 111 orientations 
at different HT and HIP post-processes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.14: SEM micrographs of the HIP+HT condition of 110 and 111 tubes showing the grain structure, 
where (a,b) show the grain structure along the axial direction the axial direction, and (c,d) along transverse 
direction. 
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Conclusion  

The Ni-Fe-Mo alloy was fabricated using the LPBF technique. The Hc values were optimised 

using a wide range of laser parameters. The AF sample with E=4.68J/mm2 shows the lowest 

Hc of 242A/m and a microhardness value of 230HV. This sample was built with a tilted 

crystallographic orientation of 45º and 35º with respect to the build direction to control the 

magnetic anisotropy. The results show an improvement in the magnetic properties with tilting, 

due to releasing the grain growth in the easy axes magnetisation, which acquired further 

improvement with the HIP and HT post-processes.  The [110] HIP+HT sample achieved Hc 

value of 194A/m and Ms value of  5.51 x 105A/m, and SF of 502, which is 83% of the 

commercial magnetic shields, confirming the ability of additive manufacturing to provide 

higher quality magnetic shields. However, further investigations are needed to match the needs 

of commercial.  
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